Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: Erox Testing
Rattlesnake - September 6, 2011, 6:45 pm

My bottle came today, many thanks to crowdgather for providing the opportunity to test.
I can confirm the scent is quality, even has multiple notes from what my amateur nose can tell.
Reminds me of Issey Miyake. Has good lasting power too.
I'll have a decent opportunity to test tomorrow, during a lunch meeting between friends.
I suspect that this is not a super concentrated product and can be used quite liberally like a normal
perfume. I got a mild Est mood boost from one spray I did to see what the fragrance was like.
More to come soon!!
Pagodeiro - September 6, 2011, 7:00 pm

Wuhuu
you've got it and you're in the UK
hope mine will be here in Germany the next days !
Pago
crowdgather - September 7, 2011, 11:18 am

Awesome, can't wait to read your reviews!
Rattlesnake - September 8, 2011, 4:26 am

Pretty intense first review. Just a quick bit of background had a urgent matter come up which meant
the lunch meeting went out the window. Long story short I needed a report for my sponsor printed,
bound and sent by 2.00pm....was short notice as I only found out at around 10.30 that morning.
There is usually the big grump of a woman in the print department who would do her utmost to piss
anyone and everyone off by doing the exact opposite what they needed. So as you can imagine I
wasn't optimistic going in, this report is a pretty big deal to me and I didn't need the additional stress
(got a lot on at the moment). I already had 3 sprays on which I'd applied around 10 and by the time I
was off to the print department it was closer to 11. There were 3 nice looking women there must
have been around mid to late 20's besides the grump.
As soon as I mentioned 1.30pm would be the latest what I needed she was already telling me 3 o
clock minimum....within 5 minutes of haggling she appeared to melt into a kitten lol (not something
you'd want to see on an ordinary day I assure you). After which she couldn't do enough for me, and
went to deliver to orders to the guys doing to the printing and binding to make sure I got it by
1.30pm. Sounds a bit like what I would have got from A314, but this is different, A314 people feel
they do it for because you come across as someone giving orders like a boss, with erox, its because
they want to do it for you, like they want to please you or have a crush on you and want you to like
them.

When I went back to pick up the report (it had been ready 20 minutes earlier than the collection
time I later found out!!), the three women just stop dead in their conversation and DITH'ed me. I
mean literally, the words just stopped and the eyes just stared. I'm thinking its because of two
factors, firstly they also were exposed to erox for a while and secondly I had their boss running at
my beck and call that gave me the attractive status.
Other hits included women giving plenty of IOI's but that may have been more to do with the fact I
was feeling like da man by this stage. I think the circumstances that came about that yesterday
pretty much exposed the power of Erox, could have tried it 100 times under different conditions and
only seen a fraction of what I got that yesterday.
My estimate is that it takes about 5 minutes to affect others. It also lasts approximately 5 hours but
that's is just a really rough guess.
To sum it up, Erox doesn't fit inside the normal genres, I'd say it has a want to fuck this guy
attractiveness without being directly sexual. They kind of lust after you because of your status. Its a
hard one to label but labels aren't important when you get hits ;)
Sign me up for a full bottle!
SeriousSmile - September 8, 2011, 4:36 am

Rattlesnake, amazing post.
I so wanted to rep you but it says I have to spread it around first. Now I repped you once more than
24 hours ago and repped others as well after. This rapping system is shitty because what always
tends to happen is if I go on and rep others then try to rep you, it will say you have done enough
repping for today LOL.
Do you see the dilemma here?
Cheers
SS
crowdgather - September 8, 2011, 8:36 am

It is so exciting to read these reports for me- thank you so much for sharing this!
idontknow - September 8, 2011, 1:03 pm

Got Erox today and OH MY GOD! This stuff is great. Applied 3 sprays to my forearms and one spray
to my chest. 4 sprays in total. The smell of it is pleasant.
Met up with the girl from my journal. She wanted to practice the text of her play (she does an
internship at the theater).
Self effects of Erox were quite nice. Not overwhelmingly strong, though. A bit of mood elevation,
maybe feeling a bit more sexual, idk.
The effects on the girl were astounding! We met and it took like 5 minutes for her to completely fall
for me. I mean we most likely would have had sex anyways, but it was like she was begging me. It
felt different for me (touching felt great), and from what i saw it felt a LOT different for her. Sex was
really good. Everything was more intense, relaxed, a bit playful. I could go into detail, but i guess
you get the picture anyways The time spent with her was close to perfect. Strangely she gave me
quite a few small shit tests, which she usually doesn't. We were grabbing something to eat, but i

didn't watch for the reaction of people too much. Guess i got some looks. She said she didn't want to
got to work, but hang out with me some more. She had to go anyways and so i drove her to the
theater. When leaving the car, she whispered something. I almost didn't understand it, but she said:
"Oh man. You're so mean. I love you." (It was the fourth time of us seeing each other and the first
time she said that.) Randomly met another girl, like 3 hours after apllying and couldn't see much
obvious attraction. I guess there was some attraction, though.
Conclusion: IMO Erox works better than the -none based sexual blends. It does not make the girls
feel jittery/nervous, it just attracts. It seems to work on younger girls as well. It has no adverse
effects on guys. There is also no Alphaness(at least no alpha self-effect for me), but the vibe
between you and people turns smooth anyhow.
Crowdgather speed up the rollout and make sure it's available in Europe! Please! If it always works
like that, then i could get along with 80&#36; shipping
crowdgather - September 8, 2011, 2:44 pm

Wow! Thanks for your report! I have to admit that I have experienced some fun with my wife while
on Erox- in fact she uses it regularly because of how it makes her feel. I am happy to hear that you
are experiencing what I had dreamed of which is a social flirty effect as opposed to the alpha "bend
over and grab your ankles" approach. I am a big, intimidating (ugly) looking guy so I do not need to
risk instilling more apprehension in women- what I need is to get them to be comfortable so they
want to engage with me. I think a little bit of that appears to be happening with Erox.
Thanks for all of these reviews- very kind of all of you!
SeriousSmile - September 8, 2011, 7:11 pm

For the people who tested it, can you confirm if it is cologne strength or not?. I would love it to be
cologne strength so that I don't have to spray more than one thing at a time.
Thanks
SS
JAYCEE - September 8, 2011, 7:29 pm

It's not EDT concentration. I assume since it's labeled "mist" it's a splash concentration or something
very close, like weak after shave.
It's a light scent, so you can wear as many sprays as you need. I would prefer unscented but I don't
think that's going to happen.
stld82 - September 8, 2011, 7:44 pm

(09-08-2011 6:11 PM)SeriousSmile Wrote: &nbsp;For the people who tested it, can you confirm if it
is cologne strength or not?. I would love it to be cologne strength so that I don't have to spray more
than one thing at a time.
Thanks
SS
Thats the first Ive seen!
crowdgather - September 8, 2011, 9:28 pm

It is 60% strength (6% fragrance vs the typical 10 to 12%). You can smell it even a couple of hours
after spraying, especially if you are close to the wearer. We wanted people to be comfortable using

it all over without reeking which is why we opted for subtlety. It smells good and it can be worn by
itself or with something else.
idontknow - September 11, 2011, 1:27 pm

Back from my weekend in Prague. I've been continuously applying like 10-20 sprays of Erox on my
first night there. I'm about through half of the 10ml now.
Conclusion: I feel like Erox takes some time to hit a girl. The closer you are, the faster it hits. I'd say
it usually takes around 10 minutes. I do not recommend it for clubbing. It could work when applying
a lot, though. It seems to not just make girls calm and content, but sexually aroused. Right now i'd
call it viagra for girls, haha. It does not work like -none products, which can induce nervousness in
younger girls. Or there is less nervousness for more attraction. Another thing i'm seeing is that girls
will shit-test you really hard, when wearing Erox. I believe it is because of the way ER 303 works.
IMO it just arouses girls, but it does not make them perceive you as extra attractive. So if you are
next to her, and Erox does it's work, she will start to screen you. Either you pass, or fail. Basically,
as far as i can tell, it puts girls on the same level of sexual interest, as guys. They want to hook up
and hope that you meet their standards. I love it, Erox is just soooo much fun!
Report
I arrived at Praha airport, put on 3 sprays of Erox. Picked up the girl i wanted to meet (I'll refer to
her as "Lisa") and we drove to our hostel. She knows me back from my nerdy days. After like 10
minutes attraction started and she asked me, about my current relationship status. I told her, that i'm
single and i could instantly see her cheering up. Huge IOI! ( 'mones have a bad influence on me.
Though i definitely did not agree to a relationship with the other girl quite yet).
We got into the hostel and there were two girls (8 and 7) at the reception. Checking in took us
forever and at some point i realized that the 7 gave me shy smiles and the 8 gave me deep, inviting
looks and a tantalizing smile. I reapplied and we got to some club/bar. I was dancing with Lisa and
eventually kissed her for like 2 seconds. Then she gave me like one of the biggest shit-tests i ever
had. "Stop it, Mr. bad-kisser!" I was like WTF and totally fell into her frame. At that point i lost lots of
attraction on her. I talked to some other girls, but they didn't seem to be quite that interested and
Lisa pulled me out at some point.
The other day is a little juicier, but without Erox. It's in my journal. I'd really like to try Erox in
combination with an alpha or attracant mix in a club setting, but i guess i'll rather wait for the big
bottles and use the sample on more unwasteful settings.
Good times
Pagodeiro - September 11, 2011, 1:32 pm

(09-11-2011 12:27 PM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;Back from my weekend in Prague. I've been
continuously applying like 10-20 sprays of Erox on my first night there. I'm about through half of the
10ml now.
Conclusion: I feel like Erox takes some time to hit a girl. The closer you are, the faster it hits. I'd say
it usually takes around 10 minutes. I do not recommend it for clubbing. It could work when applying
a lot, though. It seems to not just make girls calm and content, but sexually aroused. Right now i'd
call it viagra for girls, haha. It does not work like -none products, which can induce nervousness in
younger girls. Or there is less nervousness for more attraction. Another thing i'm seeing is that girls
will shit-test you really hard, when wearing Erox. I believe it is because of the way ER 303 works.
IMO it just arouses girls, but it does not make them perceive you as extra attractive. So if you are
next to her, and Erox does it's work, she will start to screen you. Either you pass, or fail. Basically,
as far as i can tell, it puts girls on the same level of sexual interest, as guys. They want to hook up
and hope that you meet their standards. I love it, Erox is just soooo much fun!

Report
I arrived at Praha airport, put on 3 sprays of Erox. Picked up the girl i wanted to meet (I'll refer to
her as "Lisa") and we drove to our hostel. She knows me back from my nerdy days. After like 10
minutes attraction started and she asked me, about my current relationship status. I told her, that i'm
single and i could instantly see her cheering up. Huge IOI! ( 'mones have a bad influence on me.
Though i definitely did not agree to a relationship with the other girl quite yet).
We got into the hostel and there were two girls (8 and 7) at the reception. Checking in took us
forever and at some point i realized that the 7 gave me shy smiles and the 8 gave me deep, inviting
looks and a tantalizing smile. I reapplied and we got to some club/bar. I was dancing with Lisa and
eventually kissed her for like 2 seconds. Then she gave me like one of the biggest shit-tests i ever
had. "Stop it, Mr. bad-kisser!" I was like WTF and totally fell into her frame. At that point i lost lots of
attraction on her. I talked to some other girls, but they didn't seem to be quite that interested and
Lisa pulled me out at some point.
The other day is a little juicier, but without Erox. It's in my journal. I'd really like to try Erox in
combination with an alpha or attracant mix in a club setting, but i guess i'll rather wait for the big
bottles and use the sample on more unwasteful settings.
Good times
that's a really good observation IDK ...
very precise ... repped
Pago
crowdgather - September 11, 2011, 2:53 pm

Wow - thanks for the detailed write-up. Lot of great information for those trying to figure out how to
incorporate EROX into their social activities. Nice!
stld82 - September 11, 2011, 5:01 pm

Cant wait to get mine!
Rattlesnake - September 16, 2011, 6:53 am

For Erox the effects are best seen during interactions. The same goes for almost all other
pheromone product. However, I will say that there are strong IOI's from women who are exposed to
the Pheromones who are innocently standing close by.
New observations:
- The mood elevation leads to a carefree attitude which can convert into a heightened level of
confidence. Not equal to A314 or True Alpha but a chilled out cool guy vibe. Like Fonzie (possible
reason younger women finder it more attractive).
- Mood boosts come quicker with each application, could be a placebo as I expect the rush to
come so I imagine it hitting faster than it does. Regardless of which the mood boost comes one way
or another.
- An attractive vibe from younger women (those in their 20s). Hard to say what the actual feeling is,
kind of a mix of I want this guy (not sexual as fucking) but not without some sexual intensity. Hard to
explain, kind of attracting in the boyfriend sense like nude with a stronger sexual kick.
- No signs of intimidation in the classical 'none' sense but more of a intimidation of 'this guy is like

the coolest guy ever' - a nervous crush. Still, awaiting for a meeting with my guaranteed lay to see
how it squares up against Alter Ego.
- Older women (40s+) can't do enough for you. Hard to gauge what their actual feelings are, caring
or crushing as older women are far better at controlling their emotions than younger gals. But
extrapolating from the younger women I'd put it at closer to attracted to a younger alpha male and
wanting to impress rather than a motherly protective vibe.
- Guys, not really been in a position to gauge the effects on guys. Limited exposure shows a
friendly attitude but nothing conclusive. They don't give you any special attention compared to
women but again, further testing is required. Truth is I don't really want to waste it on guys lol.
- Would love to test this with a none based product but out of courtesy for crowdgather I'm testing it
alone. When I get my own bottle though, the gloves come off! I'd also like to see how it pairs with
P83, I'd be willing to spend cash at AD just to find out.
- Finally, a question to crowdgather, if this product launch is successful, would you consider further
new formulas including those with none using the new patented molecule?
This molecule is completely in a field of its own, seems multi-dimensional without really sitting in a
particularly genre the effects are quite unique eliciting a complex reaction rather than the
uni-dimensional typical mones like Androsterone/none and nols etc.
EDIT: The last part is not strictly right, Androsterone for example can not only garner respect but be
sensual. So to be fair other mones due have duality in their target responses.
JohnnyHard - September 16, 2011, 11:44 am

(09-16-2011 5:53 AM)Rattlesnake Wrote: &nbsp;For Erox the effects are best seen during
interactions. The same goes for almost all other pheromone product. However, I will say that there
are strong IOI's from women who are exposed to the Pheromones who are innocently standing
close by.
New observations:
- The mood elevation leads to a carefree attitude which can convert into a heightened level of
confidence. Not equal to A314 or True Alpha but a chilled out cool guy vibe. Like Fonzie (possible
reason younger women finder it more attractive).
- Mood boosts come quicker with each application, could be a placebo as I expect the rush to
come so I imagine it hitting faster than it does. Regardless of which the mood boost comes one way
or another.
- An attractive vibe from younger women (those in their 20s). Hard to say what the actual feeling is,
kind of a mix of I want this guy (not sexual as fucking) but not without some sexual intensity. Hard to
explain, kind of attracting in the boyfriend sense like nude with a stronger sexual kick.
- No signs of intimidation in the classical 'none' sense but more of a intimidation of 'this guy is like
the coolest guy ever' - a nervous crush. Still, awaiting for a meeting with my guaranteed lay to see
how it squares up against Alter Ego.
- Older women (40s+) can't do enough for you. Hard to gauge what their actual feelings are, caring
or crushing as older women are far better at controlling their emotions than younger gals. But
extrapolating from the younger women I'd put it at closer to attracted to a younger alpha male and

wanting to impress rather than a motherly protective vibe.
- Guys, not really been in a position to gauge the effects on guys. Limited exposure shows a
friendly attitude but nothing conclusive. They don't give you any special attention compared to
women but again, further testing is required. Truth is I don't really want to waste it on guys lol.
- Would love to test this with a none based product but out of courtesy for crowdgather I'm testing it
alone. When I get my own bottle though, the gloves come off! I'd also like to see how it pairs with
P83, I'd be willing to spend cash at AD just to find out.
- Finally, a question to crowdgather, if this product launch is successful, would you consider further
new formulas including those with none using the new patented molecule?
This molecule is completely in a field of its own, seems multi-dimensional without really sitting in a
particularly genre the effects are quite unique eliciting a complex reaction rather than the
uni-dimensional typical mones like Androsterone/none and nols etc.
EDIT: The last part is not strictly right, Androsterone for example can not only garner respect but be
sensual. So to be fair other mones due have duality in their target responses.
I'm right there with you, without one point, males I know react sensational. Buddy effects from the
best... My review is coming soon. I love this stuff... :good2:
By the way, how many sprays snake?
Rattlesnake - September 16, 2011, 11:54 am

I use 3 usually, highest I've gone is 5 but there didn't appear to be any massive differences to 3
sprays.
I think I should use it around some guys to check the effects of Erox on males, would make it a
good all rounder if it worked on them as well.
2Soon2Care - September 16, 2011, 10:16 pm

Hey Crowdgather, how long before we will be able to purchase a single-molecule dilution of this?
From what I've heard so far, it seems that going wild with a single-molecule mixed with other
single-molecules could produce some powerhouse mixes and tease out the inhibitory and excitatory
effects of ER 303 when combines with other single molecules that are loosely classified as socials,
sexuals, and steering. There isn't really a set-in-stone classification AFAIK but it seems to be
evolving, and the interactions between a number of mones are understood to some extent. The
in-the-wild testing with a bunch of honest folk (such as those here) would go a long way to placing
ER 303 in the grand hall of fame, especially since the early reactions are looking good!
I've been wearing Erox alone all this week around co-workers, and it seems to produce a fairly
elevated mood, carefree, but not to the extent of verbal diarrhea or gushing or any such. Range of
2-5 feet in a small conference room. All male except for one female who is meh, not interested in
any interaction with her so not a valid test subject. More this weekend from a couple of soccer
games I hope. The scent is very nice and low-key. Scent projection is limited, maybe 4-6 feet tops,
duration is limited to about two hours before mostly faded (on my skin, everyone is different), and
not sure about the sillage due to only testing at work. This would more likely be a much more
impressive product with a cover scent with better projection and duration, hence the request for an
unscented version at some point with options for alcohol and silicone bases for unscented.
idontknow - September 24, 2011, 12:27 pm

Conclusion on effects

The effects on the girls i was around seemed to be top notch. Lots of really consistent attraction
and comfort on girls of any age. I noticed a bit of slightly unpleasant tiredness after like 3-4 hours
from application, but not necessarily Erox related and rather negligible.

Hits
Just a quick sum-up of an evening at a bar with european exchange students(mostly girls) with 3
sprays of Erox on and a few drinks:
-Russian girl, presumably rather a bit shy, gave me lots of attention, got very talkative, IOIs like
hair-flipping, light touching
-Outgoing Dutch girl said "I really need a German guy!" (I'm German, and the other German guy at
the table was too far away to hear it )
-French girl (18years old) was really relaxed in my presence. Told me she was on a relationship for
one year, but she'll end it while she is in Germany
-It felt like i made friends with guys more quickly.
-The girl who's currently somewhat my "fuckbuddy", who i took with me(bad idea), also got more
excited after some time, like when she was close to me a little longer. Then she got to know some
other guy. She gave him all IOIs out of the book, and when i was gone she went drinking with him
and some others. She even told me later on that she slept at his place. He didn't look like he had too
much game, so i assume Erox+alcohol sent my girl out on the prowl

My advice
Watch out where you take your girl when wearing Erox. She might get the alpha-cat-confidence to
go home with someone else

On a side note i also tried Erox at 3 sprays together with 3" of Aqua Vitae(Androstenone heavy
alpha attraction mix) once and have seen some really nice attraction hits, like blushing. Once i get
my hands on some more Erox, i really want to see the advantages/disadvantages of combining it
with an alpha pheromone blend.
as33156 - September 24, 2011, 1:32 pm

(09-24-2011 11:27 AM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;Conclusion on effects
The effects on the girls i was around seemed to be top notch. Lots of really consistent attraction
and comfort on girls of any age. I noticed a bit of slightly unpleasant tiredness after like 3-4 hours
from application, but not necessarily Erox related and rather negligible.

Hits
Just a quick sum-up of an evening at a bar with european exchange students(mostly girls) with 3
sprays of Erox on and a few drinks:
-Russian girl, presumably rather a bit shy, gave me lots of attention, got very talkative, IOIs like
hair-flipping, light touching
-Outgoing Dutch girl said "I really need a German guy!" (I'm German, and the other German guy at
the table was too far away to hear it )
-French girl (18years old) was really relaxed in my presence. Told me she was on a relationship for
one year, but she'll end it while she is in Germany
-It felt like i made friends with guys more quickly.
-The girl who's currently somewhat my "fuckbuddy", who i took with me(bad idea), also got more
excited after some time, like when she was close to me a little longer. Then she got to know some

other guy. She gave him all IOIs out of the book, and when i was gone she went drinking with him
and some others. She even told me later on that she slept at his place. He didn't look like he had too
much game, so i assume Erox+alcohol sent my girl out on the prowl

My advice
Watch out where you take your girl when wearing Erox. She might get the alpha-cat-confidence to
go home with someone else

On a side note i also tried Erox at 3 sprays together with 3" of Aqua Vitae(Androstenone heavy
alpha attraction mix) once and have seen some really nice attraction hits, like blushing. Once i get
my hands on some more Erox, i really want to see the advantages/disadvantages of combining it
with an alpha pheromone blend.
I would toss her away. Also don't even think about falling in love with woman. She seems to be a
slave to the flesh. She will be a cheater no doubt. If a girl spends the night over my house it always
leads to sex. She is exploring her wild side.
For me it's disrespect as you are the Alpha male. If a woman doesn't show me proper respect and
is not only into me if we go a place she will never hear from me again.
idontknow - September 24, 2011, 2:39 pm

(09-24-2011 12:32 PM)as33156 Wrote: &nbsp;I would toss her away. Also don't even think about
falling in love with woman. She seems to be a slave to the flesh. She will be a cheater no doubt. If a
girl spends the night over my house it always leads to sex. She is exploring her wild side.
For me it's disrespect as you are the Alpha male. If a woman doesn't show me proper respect and
is not only into me if we go a place she will never hear from me again. Thanks! True words.
Guess i should drop her. You're right, she really is exploring her wild side right now and gives a
damn about me.
I mean, i have the decency not to game in front of her eyes and rub it in her face afterwards.
Though i feel like that's what women do if they aren't interested enough in you anymore, or want to
raise their value towards you, or want to test you, or don't think you're alpha enough or are an selfish
bitch
I thought to myself that she's testing me, and i wanted to play the game. Well i did get what i
wanted, afterwords. In a few weeks, when my friends are back in town, things will change for me
and i guess i'll drop her, or at least put her on the backburner besides another girl that falls victim to
me and the 'mones. If things work out
as33156 - September 24, 2011, 3:02 pm

(09-24-2011 1:39 PM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks! True words.
Guess i should drop her. You're right, she really is exploring her wild side right now and gives a
damn about me.
I mean, i have the decency not to game in front of her eyes and rub it in her face afterwards.
Though i feel like that's what women do if they aren't interested enough in you anymore, or want to
raise their value towards you, or want to test you, or don't think you're alpha enough or are an selfish
bitch
I thought to myself that she's testing me, and i wanted to play the game. Well i did get what i
wanted, afterwords. In a few weeks, when my friends are back in town, things will change for me

and i guess i'll drop her, or at least put her on the backburner besides another girl that falls victim to
me and the 'mones. If things work out

I consider life to be one big interview. The key to mastering your time on the earth is finding out
which one you are.
The one being interviewed (Loser)
or
The one doing the interviewing (The Boss)

She thinks she is in a much stronger position then you and therefore can flaunt her behaviour in
front of you because she thinks in her mind that you are lucky she is spending time with you.
Like she is doing you a favour by hanging out.

The way you stop these games is to cut them off &amp; when they ask why you are avoiding them
or being distant. You tell her that she disrespected you and your just not going to put up with her
games anymore.

She will most likely say something like "What you don't want to be friends anymore?" Trying to call
your bluff

You tell her straight up " Not if you behaved like you did the last time we went out"

Or she may become bitching and come with insults
IF she doesn't like it tough you don't need her friendship. If she tries to get in some long drawn out
conversation about it just cut her off. Your time is money dude.
(Women love closure) So don't give her any by continuing to talk. You are a Alpha male you make
your point and move on.
Don't even raise your voice just tell her how it is and how it's going to be if she wants to hang out
with you anymore.
Be firm. She may not like you afterwards but she will respect you and she may not pull that shit
again on another guy because you set her straight.
I always call women out on their BS as soon as they do it that way they know from the very
beginning im the wrong guy to fuck with because they need me more then I need them.

Then the game is up and they are the submissive like they are suppose to be.

Now you become the interviewer (The Boss)
SeriousSmile - September 24, 2011, 4:12 pm

Although me and as33 have our differences, I actually agree with his last post.
For me personally, I forgive a person doing the same mistake only once whether it is a guy or a
girl. It is a sign of disrespect and if you don't take it seriously and show that you have been offended,
they will walk all over you. Lost One of my guy friends , where we go out and plan something, while
that person shows up then ditches us to go talk to a girl he doesn't know, trying to pick her up and
spend all his time there. I don't condemn that action but there is a time and place for everything, and
that certainly wasn't the time for it. What actually killed it was the fact that this guy knew what he
was doing was rude, but he just did it anyways.
Cheers
SS
crowdgather - September 24, 2011, 10:01 pm

(09-24-2011 11:27 AM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;Conclusion on effects
The effects on the girls i was around seemed to be top notch. Lots of really consistent attraction
and comfort on girls of any age. I noticed a bit of slightly unpleasant tiredness after like 3-4 hours
from application, but not necessarily Erox related and rather negligible.

Hits
Just a quick sum-up of an evening at a bar with european exchange students(mostly girls) with 3
sprays of Erox on and a few drinks:
-Russian girl, presumably rather a bit shy, gave me lots of attention, got very talkative, IOIs like
hair-flipping, light touching
-Outgoing Dutch girl said "I really need a German guy!" (I'm German, and the other German guy at
the table was too far away to hear it )
-French girl (18years old) was really relaxed in my presence. Told me she was on a relationship for
one year, but she'll end it while she is in Germany
-It felt like i made friends with guys more quickly.
-The girl who's currently somewhat my "fuckbuddy", who i took with me(bad idea), also got more
excited after some time, like when she was close to me a little longer. Then she got to know some
other guy. She gave him all IOIs out of the book, and when i was gone she went drinking with him
and some others. She even told me later on that she slept at his place. He didn't look like he had too
much game, so i assume Erox+alcohol sent my girl out on the prowl

My advice
Watch out where you take your girl when wearing Erox. She might get the alpha-cat-confidence to
go home with someone else

On a side note i also tried Erox at 3 sprays together with 3" of Aqua Vitae(Androstenone heavy
alpha attraction mix) once and have seen some really nice attraction hits, like blushing. Once i get
my hands on some more Erox, i really want to see the advantages/disadvantages of combining it
with an alpha pheromone blend.
Awesome report and feedback! Erox does seem to be indiscriminate when getting women in the
mood. Would be fun to see what happened if a battallion of guys went into a setting all wearing

Erox. Would probably get all the women frisky in a hurry.
Rattlesnake - September 29, 2011, 8:35 am

I know I said I wouldn't mix Erox with other products but I did
3 initial sprays of Erox (followed by a re-application of 2 sprays over a 5 hour period)
1 drop of True XXX (fireworks) - 10mcg none
Met with a colleague/friend and his girl, and his girls female friend.
This combo really does hit hard. Whenever I was alone with either women they'd find any excuse to
start touching my arms/hands and shoulders. Also, they'd invade my personal space and rotate they
posture to accentuate their legs or push up their boobs in my direction. Plenty of the normal IOI's.
They'd be more expressive physically allowing their legs to brush against mine as well as the
exaggerated arms touching, moving their face closer to mine etc. This in itself is nothing conclusive
but the key factor was that when the others returned or we finished our cigarettes and returned to
the group they went back to behaving normally again. With the additional sprays it became more like
they were repressing themselves from moving in . It was inappropriate to reciprocate the touching
hence I kept my hands to myself, but was hugged full on by both women (against my will ) even
though I'd only just met the female friend for the first time. Also, they just did not want to let me
leave, that included my friend.
Effects on my mate were that he opened up and was really more friendly than usual but he's a bit of
a roller coaster mood guy so it could have just been him having a good day.
Self effects are well documented previously, overall group effects were that the mood was light and
fun, like a mini party.
Lets see if the Erox keeps them mesmerised afterwards, would be interesting to see if they want
another meet up.
Conclusion: The Erox easily buffered the none and the additional none brought a little bit of a kick
to the mix. Perhaps the Erox molecules bought out the beast of the none is a acceptable way (this
was a day time event).
as33156 - September 29, 2011, 2:31 pm

(09-29-2011 7:35 AM)Rattlesnake Wrote: &nbsp;I know I said I wouldn't mix Erox with other
products but I did
3 initial sprays of Erox (followed by a re-application of 2 sprays over a 5 hour period)
1 drop of True XXX (fireworks) - 10mcg none
Met with a colleague/friend and his girl, and his girls female friend.
This combo really does hit hard. Whenever I was alone with either women they'd find any excuse to
start touching my arms/hands and shoulders. Also, they'd invade my personal space and rotate they
posture to accentuate their legs or push up their boobs in my direction. Plenty of the normal IOI's.
They'd be more expressive physically allowing their legs to brush against mine as well as the
exaggerated arms touching, moving their face closer to mine etc. This in itself is nothing conclusive
but the key factor was that when the others returned or we finished our cigarettes and returned to
the group they went back to behaving normally again. With the additional sprays it became more like

they were repressing themselves from moving in . It was inappropriate to reciprocate the touching
hence I kept my hands to myself, but was hugged full on by both women (against my will ) even
though I'd only just met the female friend for the first time. Also, they just did not want to let me
leave, that included my friend.
Effects on my mate were that he opened up and was really more friendly than usual but he's a bit of
a roller coaster mood guy so it could have just been him having a good day.
Self effects are well documented previously, overall group effects were that the mood was light and
fun, like a mini party.
Lets see if the Erox keeps them mesmerised afterwards, would be interesting to see if they want
another meet up.
Conclusion: The Erox easily buffered the none and the additional none brought a little bit of a kick
to the mix. Perhaps the Erox molecules bought out the beast of the none is a acceptable way (this
was a day time event).
Insane hits Rattlesnake!
I'm looking forward to more of your reporting on this mix. You got Reps!
kmacc45 - September 30, 2011, 7:18 pm

Just found a 10 ml bottle of Erox in my mailbox, Thanks CrowGather.
Two spray to neck love the scent and is this is coming from a man who has 30 - 35 bottle of
cologne in his bathroom. I see now that making this bottle last will be very hard to do.
crowdgather - September 30, 2011, 9:16 pm

Glad you received it, can't wait to hear the review!

